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Abstract
This essay exp lores the ‘underground’ queer culture of London, as map p ed
assiduously by the p seudonymous author, Rodney Garland, in his 1953 novel,
The Heart in Exile. The novel charts the p rogress of its narrator, Dr Anthony
Page, a p sychiatrist, as he investigates a former lover's mysterious death.

His investigation draws him into the ‘strange half-world of the
homosexual’, as a 1961 p ap erback edition of the novel announces; it is a
world which Page map s in detail. The novel was reissued in 1995 with a
p reface by novelist and p laywright Neil Bartlett, who claimed that Garland
offers contemp orary readers ‘a p erfect crash course in the p rehistory of
British gay culture’, a ‘systematic exp loration of our twilight world’. This
essay takes issue with that claim and suggests that we need to view
Garland's London as radically unfamiliar territory – a queer world, but not a
gay world as we now understand the term. It suggests that the task of
recup eration – of finding ‘our’ hidden history – is an inadequate p aradigm
within which to read Garland's text. It defamiliarizes the London of 1953,
map p ing the ways in which the queer subject was then constituted, and
demonstrates how The Heart in Exile is central to the p roject of destabilizing
those categories of identity taken for granted today.
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